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Related Documentation
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Using RSA SecurID DES Tokens with CRYPTO-Server

CRYPTO-Server supports SecurID DES tokens. You need to import the token information into CRYPTO-Server so that it can recognize them. The import process consists of 3 steps:

- Step 1: Export from the RSA database
- Step 2: Import to the CRYPTOCard database
- Step 3: Recreate ACE Server Agent Hosts on the CRYPTO-Server

If you are using AES tokens refer to Using RSA SecurID AES Tokens with CRYPTO-Server on page 11.
Step 1: Export from the RSA Database

The first step involves exporting the token and user information from the RSA database. The CRYPTO-Server export wizard walks you through this process.

To export from the RSA database

1. On the ACE server, select Token|Export Tokens to export the list of tokens. The Export Tokens dialog window is displayed.
2. In the Export Token dialog window select the appropriate option:
   - Select the radio button that best describes the range of tokens to be exported
   - In the Seed Size drop down menu, select 64-Bit.
   - Select the option Export data in token .ASC format.
   - Click OK and select a file name and location for the file. This exports the user list to a file.

![Export Tokens Dialog](image-url)
3. On the ACE server, select User|List Users to export the list of users. The List Users window is displayed.

4. In the List Users window, select the appropriate option:
   - In the List to section, select File.
   - In the Report Type section, select the Standard Report.
   - In the List section, select All users.
   - Click OK and select a file name and location for the resulting file. The user file is exported in that location.
Step 2: Import SecurID Tokens

The second step involves importing the SecurID information into CRYPTO-Server. During the import process, CRYPTO-Server assigns SecurID tokens to users as follows:

- LDAP (AD/Open Directory/OpenLDAP) integrated with CRYPTO-Server: Tokens are assigned when the SecurID default login name matches the LDAP user logon name. If no match is found, the token is imported but not assigned to the user.
- CRYPTO-Server internal user database: Tokens are assigned using the SecurID default login name. If the name does not exist in the directory, it is created during import and the token is assigned.

The user PIN is not imported. CRYPTO-Server accepts the PIN provided with the SecurID passcode on the first logon attempt and the normal PIN management procedures apply.

Note: Be sure that you enter the PIN correctly. CRYPTO-Server will accept the PIN as it is entered, regardless of whether it is correct.

To import SecurID tokens

1. Click on the Import SecurID icon on the CRYPTO-Console toolbar. The Import SecurID Wizard is displayed. The Wizard will import your token records and users into CRYPTO-Server. Click on Next to continue.
2. Click on the Add file button to locate and add the .asc export file you want to import. Click Next to continue.

Note: Skip import RSA tokens and proceed to import RSA users is the option that provides a method to import users from an existing ACE server that do not have tokens or for whom tokens are not being imported. This option is not valid for CRYPTO-Server implementations with LDAP.
3. Locate and add the .rpt user export file to be imported by clicking the Browse button. Click Next to continue.

![Import Screen](image)

**Note:** For systems using LDAP integrated with CRYPTO-Server click Cancel. Tokens will be imported and matched to existing LDAP users.

After the import process is complete, all users and tokens are displayed in CRYPTO-Console. You can view all tokens through the Search tab, and assigned tokens can be found in the Token List for each user. If errors or exceptions occurred during the import, they are reported in the file: Warninglog<yymmddhhmmss>.log, where <yymmddhhmmss> is the file timestamp. The location of the file is:

- Windows C:\Program Files\CRYPTOCard\CRYPTO-Console
- Mac: Applications/CRYPTO-Console
- Linus: /usr/local/cryptocard/CRYPTO-Console
Step 3: Recreate ACE Server Agent Hosts on the CRYPTO-Server

Recreating the RSA agent host on the CRYPTO-Server involves 3 steps:

- Step 1: Generate a list of all agent hosts or clients configured on the RSA ACE server.
- Step 2: Add the RSA agent host/client entries to the RADIUS Protocol or CAP Protocol NAS list on the CRYPTO-Server.
- Step 3: Reconfigure hardware-based RSA agent systems to use the RADIUS authentication protocol.

Step 1: Generate a List of Agent Hosts on the RSA ACE Server

An RSA Agent host report must be generated so agent hosts/clients can be created on the CRYPTO-Server.

To generate the list of agent hosts on the RSA ACE Server

1. On the RSA ACE server, select Agent Host|List Agent Hosts. The List Agent Host window is displayed.
2. In the List Agent Host window select the appropriate option:
   - In the List to section, select the File radio button.
   - In the List section Select All agent hosts.
   - Click OK to generate the list.
Step 2: Create CRYPTO-Server NAS entries

To create CRYPTO-Server NAS entries

1. Open the CRYPTO-Console and connect to the CRYPTO-Server.
2. Select Server|Server configuration. The New Key-Value window is displayed.
3. For hardware-based RSA agents, right/control-click on the RADIUSProtocol Entity and select New Key-Value. The New Key-value window is displayed.

![New Key-value window](image)

4. In the Key field enter Key: NAS.x. Where x is a number for the server (e.g. NAS.3).
5. In the Value field enter <First IP>, <Last IP>, <Hostname>, <Shared Secret>, <Perform Reverse Lookup?>, <Authentication Protocols>. To specify a single IP address, use the same address for both <First IP> and <Last IP>.
6. Restart the CRYPTO-Protocol daemon (ccptcld)/service.
Step 3: Reconfigure NAS devices for RADIUS authentication

All hardware-based RSA agent systems must be reconfigured to use the RADIUS authentication protocol. In this section, we have used the CISCO VPN Concentrator as an example.

To reconfigure NAS devices for RADIUS authentication

1. Log on to the CISCO VPN Concentrator administrative tool.
2. Create an Authentication Server at the Configuration, Servers, Authentication or Configuration, User Management, and Groups level. A RADIUS configuration entry requires the following information:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Server type</td>
<td>Specifies the protocol to be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication Server</td>
<td>Specifies the location of the CRYPTO-Server RADIUS Server, i.e. CRYPTO-Protocol Server.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server Port</td>
<td>Specifies the RADIUS Port. The default is 1812.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeout</td>
<td>Specifies the amount of time in seconds the VPN server will wait for the request.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retries</td>
<td>Specifies the number of times the VPN server will try to contact the CRYPTO-Server RADIUS Server, i.e. CRYPTO-Protocol Server.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Secret</td>
<td>testing123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Assign the authentication method to users or groups once the entry has been added.
Manage SecurID Token Time Drift

Time drifts in SecurID tokens can cause a failed login. CRYPTO-Server provides two settings for managing time drifts: the SecurID inner window and outer window setting.

SecurID Inner Window

The inner window setting determines the number of minutes, before and after the current time, during which a password will be considered valid. For example, if the value of this setting is 3, CRYPTO-Server will authenticate a user provided the password falls in the range of ±3 minutes of the current time.

SecurID Outer Window

This setting determines the number of minutes before and after the SecurID Inner Window during which a user may resynchronize their token during logon. If the password provided by the user falls inside this window, the user will be required to provide the next password in sequence before access will be granted.

Set the SecurID Inner/Outer Window

**To set the SecurID inner/outer window**

1. From the CRYPTO-Console menu bar, select Server|System Configuration and modify as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Token</td>
<td>SecurIDInnerWindow</td>
<td>An integer between 1-1440 minutes. The default is 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Token</td>
<td>SecurIDOuterWindow</td>
<td>An integer between 1-1440 minutes. The default is 30.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Click Apply to confirm to set the values.
SecurID Token Expiration Report

CRYPTO-Server generates an RSA token expiration validation report that is emailed to the System Administrator and lists all tokens due to expire in the following 30 days. CRYPTOCard recommends generating a token expiration report from the RSA ACE server when you migrate the tokens to CRYPTO-Server.

To create the expiration report

1. On the RSA ACE server, select Token|List Tokens. The List Tokens window is displayed.
2. In the List Tokens window select the appropriate option:
   - In the List to section, select File.
   - In the List section select A range of tokens by expiration.
   - Click OK.
3. Select the token expiration day range and click OK.
Using RSA SecurID AES Tokens with CRYPTO-Server

You cannot import AES tokens to the CRYPTO-Server database. Instead you need to configure the CRYPTO-Server to proxy the authentication requests from the AES based RSA tokens to the RSA ACE server.

To configure CRYPTO-Server to proxy the authentication requests

1. From CRYPTO-Console select the Server|System Configuration. The Configuration window is displayed.
2. In the Entity section of the Configuration window, right click on RadiusProtocol. From the popup menu, select New key-value. The New Key-value window is displayed.
3. In the Key field enter the following: SECURID.Proxy.0
4. In the Value field, enter the server information in the following format:
   SECURID,IpAddress_of_ACE_Server,ACE_server_Radius_Authentication_port,ACE_server_Radius_Accounting_port,shared_secret
   For example if the RSA server IP address is 192.168.10.1 and it uses the port 1645 for Radius authentication and 1646 for Radius accounting, the value would is:
   SECURID,192.168.10.1,1645,1646,shared secret
Ensure that the IP address of the RSA server does not already fall within any other NAS.x keys defined for the RadiusProtocol entity on our server or there will be an error in the RadiusProtocol.dbg log about overlapping entries.

5. In the New Key-value window, click on OK to save your information.
6. Restart the CRYPTO-Protocol service, and check the RadiusProtocol.dbg log to ensure there are no errors.

**Note:** When an RSA user tries to authenticate via CRYPTO-Server and the user is not found in our database, CRYPTO-Server will then try to proxy the request to the ACE server.
RSA to CRYPTOCard Migration FAQ

Does CRYPTOCard support RSA New PIN Mode?
Yes. Select the user’s token and the Usage tab. You can put a checkmark in Force Change PIN on next use.

How do you schedule an LDAP (AD/OpenLDAP/Open Directory) user import?
Unlike the RSA ACE server, the CRYPTO-Server does not schedule LDAP user imports. The CRYPTO-Server connects directly to LDAP and displays the users within the CRYPTO-Console. Tokens can then be assigned to each user. User Administration is performed via the Microsoft AD Users and Computers MMC Snap In, Workgroup Manager or the native LDAP management tool.

Does CRYPTO-Server support multiple Operator authenticator methods?
No. All CRYPTO-Server Operators must use a CRYPTOCard token.

Can I specify a minimum and maximum PIN length?
Yes. This can be set within the token properties under the PIN tab. The minimum PIN length can be set to 3, the maximum to 8.

How do I reset an out-of-sync RSA token?
Normally, an out-of-sync RSA token is due to server or client time and date issues. Check the date and time values on the server and the client. By default, the SecurIDInnerWindow value is 10 and the SecurIDOuterWindow value is 30. These settings can be modified to a maximum value of 1440.

How do I add a host agent/client?
CRYPTOCard refers to RSA host agents/clients as NAS clients. A NAS client can be added to the CRYPTO-Server by placing a NAS entry into the appropriate Protocol section of the Server configuration window.
Can I assign my CRYPTOCard/RSA users a static password?
Yes. A static password can be assigned to a user, but only if their token is deassigned or deactivated. This is useful if a token is lost or damaged.

Can I configure User Access Times on the CRYPTO-Server?
Yes. This is possible through the configuration of Access Control Lists (ACLs).

Can a CRYPTOCard user be assigned multiple tokens?
Yes. Note that challenge-response mode is not supported in this case.

Is the CRYPTO-Server RADIUS server RFC-compliant?
Yes. The CRYPTO-Server RADIUS server is RFC-compliant.

Can my RSA/CRYPTOCard users be assigned Administrative roles?
Yes. A user can be designated as an Operator of the CRYPTO-Server. You can customize operator permissions for each user or use a global template.

How do I generate a token expiration report on the CRYPTO-Server?
CRYPTOCard tokens do not expire but RSA tokens do expire. An email notification is sent to the CRYPTO-Server administrator if an RSA token or set of tokens is due to expire within 30 days. The settings for this feature can be changed through the CRYPTO-Console.

Does CRYPTO-Server support realms and sites?
Yes. Refer to the Administrator Guide for more information.

Does CRYPTO-Server support profiles?
Yes. Authorization properties can be set at the Group and User level. To set an authorization property, right/control-click on the object and select Set Authorization Properties.

Does CRYPTO-Server perform logging?
Yes. The CRYPTO-Server uses Log4j as its logging service. For more information, see http://logging.apache.org/log4j/docs/.